We present a noun chunker for German which is based on a head-lexicalised probabilistic contextfl'ee grammar.
Introduction
A fro'lilt oh'unicef inarks the noun chunks in a sentence as in the tbllowing example:
(Wirtschaftsbosse) mit (zweitblhaftem Ruf) economy (:hef~ with doubtable reputation sind an (der in (Engt)Sssen) mlgewandten Fiihrung) are in the in bottlenecks apl)lied guidance (des Landes) beteiligt. of the country involved.
'Leading economists with doubtable reI)utations are involved in guiding the country in times of bottlenecks.'
A tool which identifies noun chunks is useflfl for term extraction (most technical terms are nouns or comI)lex noun groups), for lexicograt)hic lmrposes (see (]~panainen and JSrvinen, 1.998) on syntactically organised concordancing), and as index terms for information retrieval. Chunkers may also mark other types of chunks like verb groups, adverbial t)hrases or adjectival I)hrases.
Several methods have been develoI)ed tbr noun chunking. Church's noun phrase tagger (Church, 1988) , one of the first; noun ehunkers, was based on a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) similar to those used * Thanks to Mats Rooth and Uli IIeid for many helpflfl comirlonts.
for part-of-speech tagging. Another HMM-bascd approach has been developed by Mats Rooth (Rooth, 1992) . It integrates two HMMs; one of them models noun chunks internally, the other models the context of noun chunks. Abney's cascaded finitestate parser (Almey, 1996) also contains a processing step which recognises noun chunks and other types of chunks. Ramshaw and Marcus (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1995) successflflly applied Eric Brill's transformation-based learning method to the chunking problem. Voutilainen's NPtool (Voutilainen, 1993) is based on his constraint-grammar system. Finally, Brants (Brmlts, 1999) described a German clumker which was implemented with cascaded Markov Models.
In this 1)aper, a prol)abilistic context-free parser is aI)I)lied to the noui, chunking task. Tile German grammar used in the experiments was semiautolnati(:ally extended with robustness rules in of der to be able to process arbitrary int)ut. The grammar parameters were trained on unlabelled data. A novel algorithm is used for noun chunk extraction. It maximises the t)robability of the chunk set.
The tbllowing section introduces the grammar fi'alnework, followed by a description of the chunking algorithm in section 3, and the experiments and their evaluation in section 4.
PCFGs ca:: be learned f'rom unparsed corpora using the Inside-Outside algorithm (Lari and Young, 1990) .
Hcad-lcxicaliscd probabilistic contczt-frcc .qra?ltmar;s (It-L PCFG) (Carroll and Rooth, 1998) extend the PCFG al)proach by incorl)orating information about the lcxi('al head of constituents into the t)robal)ilistic model.: Each node in a parse of a H-L PCFG is labelled with a ca.tegory and the lexical head of the category. A H-L PCFG rule looks like a PCFG rule in which one of the daughters has been marked as the head. The rule i)robabilities l~.uze(C --+ alC) m'e replaced by lexicalised rule probabilities l~,~t~(C -~ o~]C, h) where h is the lexical head of the lnother constituent C. The probability of a rule therefore depends not only on the category of the mother node, but also on its lexical head. Assume that the grmnmar has two rules VP -+ V NP and VP ---> V. Then the transitive verb buy should have a higher probability for the former rule whereas the latter rule shouhl be more likely for intrm:sitive verbs like sh'.cp. II-L PCFGs incorporate another type of parameters called lexical choice probabilities. The lexical choice probability l~hoi,, ~ (hd]C,z, G,~, h,,,, ) rel)reseitt,s the prolml)ility that a node of category Cd with a mother node of category C,~ and lexical head h,,,, bears the texical head h,d. The probability of a parse tree is obtained by multiplying lexicalised rule protml)ilities and lex~ ical choice ln'obal)ilities for all nodes. Since it is possible to transform H-L PCFGs into PCFGs, the PCFG algorithms are ai)l)licable to I]:-L PCF(4s.
Noun Chunks in the German Grammar
Currently, the German grammar contains d,619 rules and covers 92% of our 15 million words of verb final and relative clauses ~. Tl:e structmal :lOtln chunk concel)t in tim grammar is defined according to Almey's chunk style (Abney, 1991) who describes chunks as syntactic units which correspond in some way to prosodic 1)atterns, containing a content word surrounded t)y some function word(s): all words from the beginning of the noun 1)hrase to the head noun are included. :~ The difl'erent kinds of noun chunks covered by our grmnmar are listed below and illustrated with exmnples:
.. a combination of a non-obligatory deternfiner, optional adjectives or cardinals and the noun 1Other types of lexicalised PCFGs have been (h!scrib('.d in (Charniak, 1997) , (Collins, 1997) , (G'oodman, 1997) , (Chcll)a and .lelinek, 1998) mid (Eisner and Sat:a, 1999 Mine is clean.
• demonstrative t)ronouns: (8) Jcncr ffi.hrt viel sclmeller. That one goes much faster.
• indefinite 1)ronom~s: (9) Einige sind durchgefifllen.
Some failed.
• relative 1)ronouns:
(10) Ich mag Menschen, die ehrlich sind.
I like peol)le who are honest.
• nonfinalised adjectives: Wichtigcm (important things)
• l)roper nmnes: Christoph, Kolumbus
• a noun chunk refined by a prol)er name:
(1.1.) der Erobere.r Christoph Kolumbus the conquerer Christoph Cohlmbus
• cardinals indicating a ycm':
(1.2) Ich begann 1996.
I started 1996.
The chunks may be recursive in case they appear as c, omplement of an adjectival phrase, as in (dcr (ira Rc.qc, 0 wartendc 5'oh, n) (the son who was waiting in the rain). Noun chunks have features for case, without fi:rther agreement features for nouns and verbs. The case is constrained by the time:ion of the noun chunk, as verbal or adjectival co:nplement with nominative, accusative, dative or genitive case, as modifier with genitive case, or as part of a prel:ositional phrase (also in the special case representing a prepositional phrase itself) with accusative or dative case.
Both structure mid case of noun phrases may be ambiguous and have to be disambiguated:
• ambiguity concenfing structure:
diesen (this) is disregarding the context a demonstrative pronoun mnbiguous between representing a standalone noun chunk (cf. example (8)) or a determiner within a noun chunk (cf. example (2)) • mnbiguity concerning case:
die Beitriige (the contributions) is disregarding tile context ambiguous between nonfinative mid accusative case
The disambiguation is learned during grammar training, since the lexicalised rule probabilities as well as the lexical choice probabilities tend to enforce the correct structure and case information. Considering the above examples, the trained grmnmar should be able to parse diesen I(rie9 (this war) as one noun chunk instead of two (with diesen representing a standalone noun clmnk) because of (i) the preferred use of denlonstrative pronouns as determiners (+ lexicalised rule probabilities), and (ii) the lexical coherence between the two words (~ lexical choice probabilities); in a sentence like er zahlte die Beitr@e (lie paid the contributions) the accusative case of the latter noun chunk should be identified because of the lexical coherence between the verb zaMen (pay) and the lexical head of the subcategorised noun phrase Beitrag (contribution) as related direct object head (+ lexical choice probat)ilides).
Robustness Rules
Tile Gernlan grammar covers over 90% of tile clauses of our verb final and relative clause corpora. This is sufiqcient for the extraction of lexical infornlation, e.g. the subcategorisation of verbs (see (Beil et al., 1999) ). For chunking, however, it is usually necessary to analyse all sentences. Therefore, the grammar was augmented with a set of robustness rules. Unigram rules are rules of the form X -+ YP X, where YP is a grammatical category and X is a new category. If such a rule is added for each grammar category 4, the coverage is 100% because the grammar is then able to generate any sequence of category labels, hi practice, some of the rules can be omitted while still retaining full coverage: e.g. the rule X -+ 4Also needed are two rules which start and terminate the "X chain". We used the rules T0P --+ START X and X --+ END. START and END expand to SGML tags which mark the beginning and the end of a sentence, respectively. ADV X is not necessary if the grmnmar already contains tile rules ADVP --+ ADV and X --+ ADVP X. Unigram rules are insensitive to their context so that all permutations of the categories which are generated by the X chain have the stone probability.
The second type of robustness rules, called trigram rules (Carroll and Rooth, 1998 Given n categories, we obtain n rules of the first form and n 2 rules of the second fornl. Even when categories which directly project to some other category were oufitted in the generation of the bigram rules for our Germm~ grmnmar, the number of rules was still fairly large. Hence we generalised some of the grammatical categories by adding additional chain rules. For example, the prepositional phrase categories PP. Akk : an, PP. Akk : auf, PP.Akk:gegen etc.
were generalised to PPX by adding the rules PPX --~ PP.Akk:an et(:. Instead of n + 1 t)igram rules for each of tlm 23 prepositional categories, we now obtained only n + 2 rules with the new category PPX. Altogedmr, 3,332 robustness rules were added.
Chunking
A head-lexicalised probabilistic context-fl'ee parser, called LoPar (Schnfid, 1999) , was used for pa.rsing. The f'unctionality of LoPar encompasses lmrely synlbolic parsing as well as Vitcrbi parsing, insideoutside computation, POS tagging, chunking and training with PCFGs as well as H-L PCFGs. Because of the large number of parameters in l)al'ticular of H-L PCFGs, the parser smoothes the probability distributions in order to re,old zero probabilities. The absolute discounting method (Ney et al., 1994) was adapted to fractional counts for this purpose. LoPar also supports lemmatisation of the lexical heads of a H-L PCFG. Tile input to the parser consists of ambiguously tagged words. The tags are provided by a German morphological mlalyser (Schiller and St6ckert, 1995) . The best chunk set of a sentence is defined as tile set of chunks (with category, start mid end position) for which the stun of the prolmbilities of all parses which c, ontain exactly that chunk set is maximal. The chunk set of the most likely parse (i.e. Viterbi parse) is not necessarily the best chunk set according to this definition, as the folh)wing PCFG shows. This grmmnar generates the three parse trees (S (A (C x))), (S (A (D x))),and (S (B x)). The parse tree probal)ilities are 0.3, 0.3 and 0.4, respectively. The last parse is therefore the Viterbi parse of x. Now assume that {A,B} is the set; of chunk categories. The most likely chunk set is then { (A, 0,1)} because the sum of the l/robal/ilities of all parses which contain h is 0.6, whereas the sum over tit(; l/robal/ilities of all 1)arses containing B is only 0.4. computeChunks is a slightly simlllified l)seudocode version of the actual chunking algorithm: The chunking algorithm was extmrimentally eoltlpared with chunk extraction fl'om Viterbi parses. In 35 out of 41 ewfluation rims with different parameter settings '~, the f-score of tile chunking algorithm S'Fhe runs differed wrt. training strategy and number of iterations. See section 4 for details.
was better than that of the Viterbi algorithm. The average f-score of the chunking algorithm was 84.7 % compared to 84.0 % for the Viterbi algorithm.
Experiments
We performed two main chunking experiments, hfitially, the parser trained the chunk grammar based on the restricted grmnmar described in section 2 according to tbur different training strategies. A preferred training strategy was then applied to investigate the potential of grammar refim;ment and extended training data.
4.1

Training
Ill the frst exlmriment, the chunker version of the grmmnar was trained oil a corpus comprising a 1 million word subcortms of relative clauses, a 1 million word subeorpus of verb final clauses and 2 million words of consecutive text. All data had been extracted from the Huge German Corpus. The test data used for the later evahmtion was not included in the training corpus.
For training strategy 1, the elmnker gralnmar was first; trained on the whole cortms in mflexiealised mode, i.e. like a PCFG. The tmrmneters were reestimated once in the middle and once at the end of the eorlms. In the next stel) , the grammar was lexicalised, i.e. the parser computed |;tie parse probabilities with the unlexicalised model, lint extracted Dequencies for the lexicalised model. These fl'equencies were summed over the. whole eorl)us. Three more iterations on the whole corpus tbllowed in which the parmneters of the lexicalised model were reestimate(t.
The parameters of the unlexicalised chunker grammar were initialised in the following way: a fl'equeney of 7500 was assigned to all original granunar rules and 0 to the majority of robustness rules. The parmneters were then estimated on the basis of these Dequencies. Because of the smoothing, the t)robabilities of the robustness rules were small lint not zero.
For training strategy 2, the chunker rules were initialised with frequencies fl'om a grammar without robustness rule extensions, which had been trained mflexiealised on a 4 million subeortms of verb final clauses and a 4 million word subcorpus of relative clauses.
Training strategy 3 again set the fi'equency of the original rules to 7500 and of tile robustness rules to 0. The parser trained with three unlexicalised iterations over the whole training corpus, reestimating the parameters only at the end of the corpus, ill of der to find out; whether the lexicalised probabilistic parser had been better than tile fully trained mflexicalised parser on the task of chunk parsing. Training strategy 4 repeated this procedure, but with initial-ising the chunker frequencies on basis of a trained gramnlar.
For each training strategy, further iterations were added until the precision and recall values ceased to improve.
For the second part of the experiments, the base grammar was extended with a few simple verb-first and verb-second clause rules. Strategy 4 was applied for training the ehunker (A) on the same training corpus as betbre, i.e. 2 million words of relative and verb final clauses, and 2 million words of unrestricted corpus data from the HGC, (B) on a training corpus consisting of 10 million words of unrestricted corpus data from the HGC.
Evaluation
The evaluation of tile ctmnker was carried out on noun chunks from 378 unrestricted sentences from the German newspaper Frankfu~'ter Allgcmci~c Zeitun9 (FAZ) . Two persons independently annotated all noun chunks in the corpus -a total of 2,140 noun chunks-, according to the noun chunk deftnition in section 2.2, without considering grammar coverage, i.e. noun chunks not actually covered by the grammar (e.g. noun chunk ellipsis such as die klcinc~ [ ]N) were annotated as such. As labels, we used the identifier NC plus case information: NC. Nom, IqC. Ace, NC. Dat, NC.Gen. In addition, we included identifiers for prepositional phrases where the preposition is nlorphologically merged with the definite article, (el. example (6)), also including case information: PNC.Acc, PNC.Dat. For each training strategy described in section 4.1 we evaluated the chunker before the training process and after each training iteration: the model in its current training state parsed the test sentences and extracted the most probable clnmk sequence as defined in section 3. We then compared the extracted noun elmnks with tile haud-ammtated data, according to * the range of the chunks, i.e. (lid the chunker find a chunk at all?
. the range and the identifier of the chunks, i.e. did the ehunker find a chunk and identify the correct syntactic category and case?
Figures 1 and 2 display the results of the evaluation in tile first experiment, ° according to noun chunk range only and according to noun chunk range, syntactic category and case, respectively. Bold font highlights the best versions.
Training strategy 2 with two iterations of lexicalised training produced tile best f-scores tbr noun 6The lexieatised ehunker versions obtained by strategy 2 were also utilised for parsing the test sentences unlexiealised. chunk boundary recognition if unlexicalised parsing was done. The respective precision and recall values were 93.06% and 92.19%. For recognising noun chunks with range, category and case, the best; chunker version was created by training strategy 4, after five iterations of unlexicalised training; precision and recall values were 79.28% and 76.75%, respectively.
From the experimental results, we can conclude that:
1. initialisation of the chunker grammar frequencies on the basis of a trained grammar improves the untrained version of the elumker, but the difference vanishes in the training process 2. unlexicalised parsing is sufficient for noun chunk extraction; for extraction of chunks with case ilfformation, unlexicalised training turned out to be even more successflfl than a combination with lexicalised training
Figures 3 and 4 display the results of the evaluation concerning the second experilnent, compared to the initial w, lues from the first experiinent.
Extending the base grammar and the training corpus slightly increased precision and recall values for recognising noun chunks according to range only. The main inlprovement was ill noun chunk recognition according to range, category and case: precision and recall values increased to 83.88% and 83.21%, respectively.
Failure Analysis
A comparison of the parsed noun chunks with the mmotated data showed that failure in detecting a noun chunk was mainly caused by proper names, for exalnple Neta~j(E~,~t, abbreviations like OSZE, or composita like So~tth Ch, ina Mor,ti,tg Post. The diversity of proper names makes it difficult for tile chunker to learn them properly. On the one hand, the lexieal infornl~tion for proper names is unreliable because Inany proper nalnes were not reeognised as such. On the other hand, most prot)er names are too rare to learn reliable statistics tbr them. Minor mistakes were cruised by (a) articles which are morphologically identical to noun chunks consisting of a pronoun, for example den Rc,t,t~,e,'~ (tiLe pensionersd(,t,) was analysed as two noun clumks, dcTt (demonstrative pronoun) and Rent~t,e~'7t, (b) capital letter eonfnsion: since Gerinan nouns typically start with capital letters, sentence beginnings are wrongly interpreted as nouns, for example Wiirden as the conditional of the auxiliary wcrdc~ (to become) is interpreted as the dative case of Wib'dc (dignity), (e) noun chunk internal lumctuation as in seine ' Pa~'t-,tcr' ' (his ' partners ').
Failure in assigning the correct; syntactic category and case to a noun chunk was mainly caused by (a) assigning accusative case instead of nominative case, and (b) assigning dative case or nomina- 
